Make a Basic Tablerunner from 12" blocks

Horizontal setting

Finished tablerunner size: 15" x 48"

Fabric requirements:
- Three 12-1/2" square pieced quilt blocks, any design (will finish to 12"")
- 1-1/2 yds fabric for borders, backing and binding
- One 9-1/2" fabric square of coordinating fabric for end triangles
- Batting - 20" x 52"

Instructions: (please read all instructions before starting)
- Sew the three 12-1/2" blocks together in a row.
- Cut the 9-1/2" square in half, on the diagonal, to make two triangles
- Sew one triangle to each end of the row of squares.
- From the border/backing/binding fabric cut the backing rectangle, 20" x 52", along the length of the fabric, i.e. parallel to the selvedge. Set aside.
- Cut three 1-3/4" border strips, also along the length of the fabric. Sew a border strip to each side of the block row and trim ends. Sew border strips to each side of the end triangles.
- Layer it, quilt it, bind it and enjoy!
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Make a Basic Tablerunner from 12" blocks

On-Point setting

Finished tablerunner size: 20" x 55"

Fabric requirements:
- Three 12-1/2" square pieced quilt blocks, any design (will finish to 12"
- 1-3/4 yds fabric for borders, backing and binding
- Batting - 24" x 59"

Instructions: (please read all instructions before starting)
- Cut the 18-1/4" square on BOTH diagonals to make four triangle patches.
- Sew to sides of squares as shown in diagram below:

- Sew these blocks together to form a long row.
- From the border/backing/binding fabric cut the backing rectangle, 24" x 59", along the length of the fabric, i.e. parallel to the selvedge. Set aside.
- Cut three 1-3/4" border strips, also along the length of the fabric. Sew a border strip to each side of the block row and trim ends. Sew border strips to each side of the end points.
- Layer it, quilt it, bind it and enjoy!